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Let F be a field and &’ a unital (not necessarily associative) algebra over F. 
Our purpose is to determine the proper subalgebras of &’ which are maximal 
with respect to inclusion. This is done for d/F finite dimensional central 
simple: associative, associative with involution, alternative, and special 
(linear) Jordan. We note that the maximal subalgebras of simple Lie algebras 
over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero have been studied by 
Dynkin [4, 51. 
1. Assoc~A~m ALGEBFL~~ 
In this section we assume that S&‘/F is a finite dimensional central simple 
associative algebra of degree 11. Therefore ~2 s 9, , the algebra of 1’ x Y 
matrices with entries in 9 a finite dimensional division algebra with center F. 
Also &’ g End9V, the endomorphism ring for an p-dimensional left 9 
vector space t’. Fix these isomorphisms and consider T;’ as a right ,& module. 
If B’ is a subspace of V, let S,(W) = {a E d / lVa C tB), the stab&er of W. 
This is denoted S(Tt/‘) if it is clear that W is considered as a subspace of 1’. 
If SY is a subset of &, let C&S’) = (a E & 1 ab = ba, \Jb E Bj, the ce&dizw 
of B in &. When no confusion is likely, this is written C(2). Denote by .B’ 
the subalgebra of +z generated by G?. We recall the following well known 
classical theorems [1, p. 53; 6, p. 1041. 
THEOREM A. The simple subalgebras of d hnaing the same idental?/ as d 
OCCUY in pain, 27, @ suclz that ‘GF = C&W), 2 = C,-&?) and din+&’ = 
dim@ x dim,V. Moreover the algebras 93 and g haae the same ceizter K. 
1n fact as a&bras oaer K, Cd(K) = g giK %‘. 
In particular if B is a field extension of F we have the following. 
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THEOREM A’. Let A’ C & be a jield extension of F of degree m. Then rn 
divides 12, n = mq, and C(K) is central simple of degree q over K. 
We wish to determine the maximal proper subalgebras of d/F with respect 
to inclusion. Since there are no such subalgebras if JZZ = F (0 and F are the 
onlyF-subalgebras) we assumeF g &‘. In order to be able to apply Theorem A 
we show that maximal subalgebras of & contain the identity of &. 
LEMMA 1. Let F be a jkite extension of the jeld I?, 32 a maximal 
E-subalgebra of A. Then a contains 1, the identity of d. 
Proof. If &’ is a division algebra let x E B, x # 0 and let P + ol,-rArn-r +- 
... + ol,h + a0 be the minimal polynomial of x over E. Since & is a division 
algebra 010 f 0 and 
Assume now that & is not a division algebra and that 1 $3. Then 
& = (9 u (1))’ = El 0 3?. Let e be an idempotent of JZ?; e = oil + b, 
~~E,b~~.Sinceea==ewehaveolal-t2olb+bs=oll+b.So~2-~=O 
andol=Oor1.Ifcu.=O,e~~andifol=1,1-e=-b~~.Therefore 
given any idempotent e E &, either e EC@ or 1 - e ~99. Pick a system 
eij , 1 < i, j < r, of matrix units in d. We claim that ei, E 3?‘, 1 < i < Y. 
If eii $ B, 1 - eii E 9. Now ei, + eij , i # j, is also an idempotent. If 
edi +- eij E 99, eij = (eii + eij)( 1 - ej,) E 9 and ei, = eii + eij - eij E 9Y. 
If eii + eij # 2, 1 - eii - eij E 9 and eij = 1 - eii - (1 - ei, - eij) f g. 
A similar argument using eii + eji shows that either eii E a or ej, E 93. But 
in that case eii := eijeji E 99. Therefore I = CL1 eii E 9Y. 
THEOREM 1. A subalgebra of &‘QzIF is maximal if and only if it is of the 
following foms: 
(i) S(W), TV any proper subspace of V (i.e., 0 g W c V) OP equiz!alentLy 
ede@edf@fdf, e2 = e #- 0, 1, f= 1 -e, (IV= 17). 
(ii) C(K) where F $ K C d is a field extension of F without intermediate 
subjields (i.e., if E/F is a jield extension with F C E $ K then E = F). 
It should be noted that this implies that K/F is either separable simple, 
or purely inseparable of height one. 
Proof. Let ~4? be a maximal subalgebra of &. Assume first that 3’ is not 
semisimple. Let 9 = 9?(B) the radical of a and let W = V9??. Since W # 0, 
W + 0 and since 9 is nilpotent, IV # I: We have H’a = V&?9Y = r79 = 
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W. Hence 3’ C S(W) $ &‘. By maximality .@ = S( IV). Let f E d be a 
projection of V onto IV and e = 1 - f. Then S(W) = e&e (3 e,&f @&?J 
Let a E &, n # S( IV). Hencefae += 0 and since .4z’ is simple, f&‘fae,&e = f&e. 
Therefore for any a $ S(l/t’), (S(IV) u (a>)’ = sJ and S(W) is a maximal 
subalgebra of &. 
Assume now that g is semisimple; B = &I @I ... @ 3t i .J?? simple 
subalgebras of .&‘. Let e, be the identity of gi. If t > 1, 
.99 jz e&e, @ e,d( 1 -- e,) @ (1 - e,) &(I -- e,) g ~JJ, 
which contradicts maximality. Therefore t = 1 and 58 is simple. By Lemma 1, 
1 E 3? and Theorem A applies. Letting %? = C,(.@) and E = C,(g), 9? is 
central simple and C,(E) = g gE G?. If V contains a proper idempotent e, 
k%? $ e&e @ e.&( 1 - e) 0 (1 - e) &‘(l - e) $ &, a contradiction. Therefore 
% is a division algebra; ?Z # F, since g = C,(V) $r .&. Let K be a maximal 
subfield of %. Then .3 C Ced(K) $ ~6. Maximality implies .3 = C,(K). So 
PZ = K = E. IfF CL g K, L afield, then by Theorem A, &? = C(K) $Z C(L). 
Since B is maximal, C(L) -= .& and L = F. Therefore K/F is a field extension 
without intermediate subfields. The proof will be complete once we show 
that C(K) is maximal. Denote by &s the opposite algebra of &. Let a E .&, 
denote by R, the right regular representation of a, i.e., 6R, = ba, Vb E ~2, 
and by L, the left regular representation,, bL, = ab, Vb E d. Then 
dV = (Ru 1 a E &I is isomorphic to .ZZJ’, 22, = {L, j a E d) is isomorphic to 
&‘O and do OF& z End,(A) g F,z [6, p. 921. If 3 $ V g ~2, % a sub- 
algebra, then >z” OF g g do OF ?Z g do @ ,ti. Therefore it suffices to 
show that ,QYO @ 33 is a maximal subalgebra of do OF & which we identify 
with Fm4 . If K/F is of degree m then C_oa~oF-3(1 OF K) = JY’O OF &’ g K, , 
where rz2 = “4 [l, Theorem 11, p. 531; F,t = (F& and we may consider 
K as embedded in F, by the regular representation (of K on Kj. If there 
exists an a SF+ , a # ~~20 OF g;, such that (&‘O OF =% v (a))’ g F,e , then, 
after multiplying by matrix units of k:, , we obtain c E F, : c $ K, such that 
(K ” W $ Fm . S’ mce K/F has no intermediate subfield, C,,,!(K V -(cj)‘) = F 
and K is contained in an algebra of type i). This is impossible since K, as a 
K module under the regular representation, has no proper submodu!es. 
Therefore C,(K)is a maximal subalgebra of &/Fand this completes the proof. 
We end this section with a few results to be used in the determination of 
the maximal subalgebras of associative algebras with involution. 
COROLLARY 1. Let d/E be a central simple jinite dimensional associative 
algebra. If E = F(v) a quadratic field extension of F then a subakebya of d/F 
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is maximal if and or@ if it is a maximal subalgebra of d/E OY of the form @IF 
central simple such that & = .g OF E. 
Proof. Let g be a maximal subalgebra of d/F which is not a subalgebra 
of d/E. Then v $9 and the F-algebra (9? u {v})’ = 3? + vg = .&‘. 
Since &%‘) + &(G?) is an ideal of &, 9’ must be semisimple, say 
93 = &‘i @ ... @ gt, 2Zi simple subalgebras. If t > 1 we have 
and 
1 =e,+‘..+et,eiE9i 
29 g e&e, @ e&( 1 - ei) @ (1 - el) AY( 1 - e,) $Z &. 
Therefore t = I and g is simple. If G? n v9 # 0 then 9(a n vg)2 = a. 
But since v E C(d), g(.%’ n vG+%’ = v.%? and 2? = &. Therefore 
$?nvB=O and d=~@v9=~@,E. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let &IF be as in Theorem 1 and U, W proper subspaces 
of I;. Then the only maximal subalgebras of d/F zuhich contain S(U) n S(W) 
are -S(U), S(W) and S( W n U), S( W + U) if they are maximal (i.e., if 
W n U # 0, W + U # JT). Mooreover the expressio?z S(W) n S(U) is 
unique, that is, if S(W) n S( 11) = 9’ n ?Z, 3, ?Y maximal subalgebras of 
AI/F, then (-9, %‘} = (S(U), S(W)}. 
Proof. Let JT3 = W n U, then I/ may be written 
where, of course, any of the subspaces Vi may be zero. Let e, be mutually 
orthogonal projections of T’ onto J7< , 1 = e, + e, + e, + e, . Even though 
any of the ei’s may be 0, e, + ea # 0, ep + e3 # 0. By a slight abuse of 
notation we refer to the decomposition 
d=@ c -$j, di = eidei , 
i,i=l 
as the Peirce decomposition of A& with respect to the ei’s. Then 
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Suppose a E 2& and eiaei # 0 for some ei , ej . Since & is simple .&cj = 
e&eiae&ej =: ~&a=$~ C ((S(W) n S(U)) u (~1)‘. Therefore any algebra 
containing S(W) n S(U) is a sum of Peirce spaces J& and any maximal 
subalgebra containing S(W) n S(U) is of type (i), say S(V). Since 
e,& C S(W) n S(U), Y n V, = 0 and since ,GYe, C S(bYj n S(iLT), 
IT n v3 = v3 . Since 2zZI, @ .&a”, C S(W) n S(U), I7 n 6; = 0 or $1 I 
I7 n l’, = 0 or F., . Therefore the possibilities for E’ are I’a := Wn U, 
T.7 i I 81 s,; = W, k:_ @ p-a = CT and ET1 @ Va @ C-s = it’ + Em. Nso any 
proper subspace of that form gives rise to a maximal subalgebra containing 
S(W) n S(U). We have therefore shown that the only maximal subalgebras 
of &FL/F containing S(W) n S( 77) are S(W n U), S(W), S( CT> and S(W + U) 
where the first and last may collapse to & if W n ZI == 0 or IV + ?2T = F’. 
Finally if .B n g = S(W) n S(U) A?‘, ‘6 maximal subalgebras. we have 
But d 12 C S( W n U) n S(U) n S( W + C:), A$, C S( W n CT) n S(W) n 
S(W + U) and J& (resp. J&) g S(W) n S(U) unless z& (resp. &t) = 0, 
that is, e, or e2 = 0, or equivalently WC ET or CC TV. In that case 
W n U = W or hi and Eli + G == U or W. ‘Therefore 
(B, U} = {S(W), S( C:)). 
2. ASSOCIATIVE ALGEBRAS WITH INVCLUTION 
Let (&, *> be a ring with involution. Denote by A?(-&, *j the set of 
symmetric elements {a E &’ [ a* = a}. An ideaE OJ (&, *j is an ideal of .AY’ 
which is *-stable, (J$, *) is said to be simpZe if 0 and & are the only ideals of 
(&‘, *). The cents of(&‘, *) is defined to be C(d) n %‘(sL’, *) = Z’(C(-d), “1. 
If .fil is a finite dimensional central simple associative algebra over the field I!? 
then either H(E, *) = E (and * is said to be an involution of the first kind) 
or Z(E, *‘) = F a field, E/F is a separable quadratic field extension (* is said 
to be of the second kind) [l, p. 1531. F rom now on in this section (.fl,/.F> *> 
will be a finite dimensional central simple associative algebra with involution. 
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It is well known (e.g., [9, Chapter 01) that either & is simple or (&, *) = 
(?Y @ go, *) where g/F is central simple and * is the exchange involution 
(i.e., (a, b)* = (b, a)). We wish to determine the maximal subalgebras of 
(d/F, *), that is, the maximal *-stableF-subalgebras of &. If V is a maximal 
subalgebra of (&‘/F, *) then V C g a maximal F-subalgebra of JJ?; but 
q = Q?* C 2??*. Therefore V? C .2 n 28”“. Since g n 3* is a subalgebra of 
(d/F, *), the maximality of V? implies V = a n a*. Thus to determine 
the maximal subalgebras of (d/F, *) it suffices to determine when g n a* 
is a maximal subalgebra of (d/F, *) for a a maximal F-subalgebra of .M. 
THEOREM 2. If SZY = V @ go, then a subalgebra of zf is a maximal 
subalgebra of (~2, *) if and only if it is of the form: 
(CX) 9 @ go where 9Y is a maximal subalgebra of 5f. 
(6) UC, c> E v 0 go I c E C) zLhe?e (@T/F, -) is a central simple algebra 
with involution of the first kind. 
Proof. Let d be a maximal subalgebra of (d/F, *). Consider 9 the image 
of B under the projection of & on V. Since b* = 8, a0 is the image of d 
under the projection of .d on V”. If g g ?Y, d C g @ go g &; 3 @ W” is a 
subalgebra of (&, *) so by maximality d = 22 @ 2P and 23 is a maximal 
subalgebra of V. If (a, b) E V 0 go and (a, b) $28 @P then either 
a q! .8 or b $ g. Hence ((54’ 0 2”“) u ((a, b)})’ r> (59 @ 0) or (0 @ go). Since 
(%?@O)* =O@‘??O and (O@@O)* =%?@O, Bego is a maximal 
subalgebra of (&‘, *). 
Assume that the image of 8 under the projection of ,aZ on ?? is 5?. If (a, b), 
(c, 6) E d then (a - c, 0) E d and (%‘(a - c)F?, 0) C 8. Now %(a - c)%? = W 
unless a - c = 0. But, as before, if 27 @ 0 C 8, (87 @ O)* = 0 0 go C 8 
and G = z?‘, a contradiction. Therefore a = c. Similarly (a, b), (a, c) E 8 
imply b = c. Given a E %, some (a, b) E 8, since a has a preimage in 8. 
Define the map -: 97 -+ $7 by 8 = b. Since (a, a)* = (a, a) E 6, d = a -- 
and - is a bijection. Since (1, i) (i, 1) = (1, l), i = 1. We have 
(a, S) + (b, 5) = (a + b, a-t 6) - so a+b == S&b; h(a.5) = (ha,&) so 
ha =. /Ia for X EF; (a, a) (6,b) = (ab, 6%) so a6 = 6~ Hence - is an 
involution of v’ and (g/F, -) is of the first kind. Arguing as above, it is easy 
to see that {(c, F) E & / c E %‘> is a masimal subalgebra of (d/F, *). 
THEOREM 3. Let (d/F, *) be of the second kind and d/E central simple. 
A subalgebra &7 of (d/F, *) which is not an E-subalgebra is a maximal subalgebra 
of (d/F, *) if and only if (B/F, *) is a central simple algebra with involution 
arzd &’ = B OF E. 
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Proof. We may write E = F(v), w * = 1 - ZI [l, p. 1531. Let a be a 
maximal subalgebra of (&IF, *) w c is not an E-algebra. Since v $23 and hi h 
v E C(d), we have (3 U (v})’ = 98 + gv = (32 f 2%)“. Therefore 
93 + 23~ = Sp and dim9 > 4 dim,&. However 2 = 97 n V*, V a 
maxima1 F-subalgebra of ~2 which is not an E-subalgebra. By Corollary 1, 
g/F is central simple and & = V OF E. Therefore dim&? = J= dim, &. 
Hence 39 = 9? = 2Z?* and (B/F, *) is central simple of the first kind. The 
converse is clear by Corollary 1. 
THEOREM 4. Let .&/E be celatral simple and let W be a maximal subalgebra 
o-f &‘[E. Then 2 n B* is a maximal subalgebra of (d, *) zy and on@ $’ 
(I) i% is of type (i), g = e-&e @ e&f @f-&f with FjCf7 Ve* = 0, 
J.7 07 Ve*. These conditions are eqaivalent to V = Ve* @ Vf, fs” = 0 M 
e*e = 0, respectiveijf. 
(II) 93 is of ty$e (ii), 2 = C(K) with K* = K. 
Proof. Note that if g is a primitive idempotent of .A$ then g” is also 
primitive. Therefore if e is an idempotent of .& then dim T/e = dim C’e*. 
Assume that 37 is of type (i); 33 = e&e @ e&f @f&f = S(Vf), 
D* = e*.&‘e* @f *Ae* 0 f *df * = S(Ve*). If Pyn Ve* = 0 then a 
dimension argument shows that Vf + Ve* = Py@ Ve* = $7 If 
$‘fn bie* = by then I’fC Ve* and r/-ff * C I/‘e*f * = 0 so ff * = 0. The 
converse is clear. By a similar argument Vf n re* = Ye* if and only if 
e*e = 0. By Proposition 1, if tiyn Ve* = 0, 6y or b’e* then the only 
maximal subalgebras of z?’ containing 2 pi g* = S( Vij n S( Ve*) are 
S(Vf) and S( Ve*). Th ere fore if 3? is of type (I) then .3 n 37* is a maximal 
subalgebra of (~4, *). On the other hand, if Vf n I’e* f 0, r;j or Ve*, then 
S( r/jc) r: S( Ve*) C S( I;‘f n Ve*) n S( T’f n f/e*)*. Since S( I,jc n I’e*j* 
is maximal of type (i), Proposition 1 implies that the expression 
S( Vj n Ve*) n S( Vf n T/e*)* is unique. Thus 
S(Vf) n S(Ve*) $2 S(Vfn Ve”) n S(yfn I’e*j* 
and is not a maximal subalgebra of (&, *). In fact we have shown that a 
subalgebra of (&, *) which is contained in a maximal subalgebra of & of 
type (i) is contained in a maximal subalgebra of type (I). 
If g is of type (ii), 2 = C(K), then 39* = C(K*). If K* = K then 
3? n .&‘* = 29 is a maximal subalgebra of ~2, a fortiori a maximal subalgebra 
of (JzZ, *j. It remains to show that if K* + K (so K-X n K = E) then 
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~3’ n 3Y* is not maximal. If LB n .%* is contained in a maximal subalgebra of 
& of type (i) then it is contained in a maximal subalgebra of (&, *) of 
type (I) and Proposition 1 implies that g n B* is properly contained in an 
algebra of type (I). Thus if B n a* is contained in a maximal subalgebra of 
type (i), g n 3Y* is not a maximal subalgebra of (&, *). Arguing as in the 
proof of Theorem 1, if W n a* is not simple then it is contained in a maximal 
subalgebra of type (i). So we may assume that 5Y n LB* is simple. Again 
arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1, g n .%?* is contained in a maximal 
subalgebra of type (I) unless C,(B n a*) = 9, a division algebra. Write 
K = E(c), K* = E(c*). Since K # K*, c + c* 6 E. Therefore * acts as 
the identity on the field F(c + c*) C 9. Pick a field L, F gL CF(c + c*) 
such that L/F is a field extension without intermediate subfields. Now 
L = F(d) and d = d*. Consider E(d); E(d) is a *-stable field extension of E 
without intermediate subfields. Therefore C(E(d)) is a maximal subalgebra 
of &, a fortiori a maximal subalgebra of (a, *) and B n S+ g C(E(d)). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
Recall that in the proof of Theorem 1 a maximal subalgebra of type (i) 
arises as the stabilizer of a proper subspace FF’ of V and f is an arbitrarily 
chosen projection of V onto W, e = 1 -f. We wish to show that the idem- 
potents e and f can be chosen in a way which makes clearer the structure 
of the maximal subalgebras of (&, *) of type (I). This will be used in the 
study of the maximal subalgebras of Jordan algebras. It is well known 
(e.g., [9, p. 0.71) that if & = EndBE?, V a mte fi . d imensional left 53 vector 
space, 53 a division algebra, then any involution of ~2 is induced by a 
nondegenerate hermitian or skew-hermitian form h (let a E &, h(lca, V) = 
h(u, vu*), VU, ca E V) and we may assume that if h is skew-hermitian then 
~3 = F, a field of characteristic not 2 such that the involution of F induced 
by * is the identity. A hermitian or skew-hermitian form h is said to be 
trucic if h(v, V) E (c + EC 1 g} ‘v’ v E V, where E = 1 or -1 according as l’z is 
hermitian or skew-hermitian. Note that if the characteristic of F is not 2 
then h(v, V) = d = d/2 + ~212 and every form is tracic. 
LEI\~~ 2. If 9 is a maximal subalgebra of (&, *) of type (I) with 
Vf n Ve* = 0, then e may be chosen such that e* = e and B = e&e @f&f. 
Proof. We already have V = Ve* @ Vf. Since h(Ve*, Vf) = 
h(V, t’fe) = 0, V = re* @ E'f is an orthogonal decomposition. Hence the 
projection g of V onto Ve* induced by this decomposition is symmetric 
(g* = g). so 
a=S(Ve*)nS(Vf) =S(Vg)nS(V(l-gg)) =gdgO(l--)&(1-g). 
LEMMA 3. Assznne that the itzvolution * of d is induced by a Izolzdegenuate 
tracic herwzz’tiarz or skezu-hermitian form. If 9 is a maxinzal subalgebra of (&, *j 
of type (I) with T/e*- C Vf then e may be chosen such that e, e*, ff * are pizutually 
orthogonal idenzpotents (ff * could be zero), 1 = e + e* + ff* and 
Pro?f. Since T/-e* C Tij: Ve*e C Eye = 0 and eve = 0. Therefore 
e*f = e*(f+ ej = e* andf*e=e;ff*f=ff*(l-ej=ff”-ff”e= 
ff * - fe = ff * and f *ff * = ff *. Thus ff * is an idempotent, eff * = 0: 
ff”e=fe =O, ff* is orthogonal to e; 1 -e-ff” =f-ff” = 
f (I - f *) = fe* is an idempotent orthogonal to e and ff *. So 
V = Ye @ Vfe* @ Vyf *; h(Ve, Fff *j = h(li, Vyf *e*j = 0, 
h(T/fe*, Vff *j = h(V, Eyf *ef*j = h(V, Vfef *j = 0. 
Moreover Ye* = Ve*e* C I/f* and Fe* = Pye*. Let TV = zie 3 Fe*. 
Then IJP is perpendicular to Vff *, F’ = LV @ Vff * and the restriction of 
of h to EV is nondegenerate. Now A(I e 7 *, Ve*) = h(V, Ve*ej = 0. Let f’ be 
the 9 dimension of Ve*. We wish to construct a basis {xi , yi j 1 < i < F> 
of W such that (xi j 1 < i < Y} is a basis of Ye* and 4(x,, xjj = 0 = 
h(y, , ysj, h(r, , yj) = aij , 1 < i, j < 7. This is done by inducting on T. 
Let x1 E Ve*, x1 + 0. Then h(q) Ve*) = 0 and 3y E FV such that 
Iz(x, , y> = 1. Let a = h(y, y); since Iz is tracic 3d E 59 such that d -/- cd = a. 
Let y1 = y - dx, ; 
h(y, , ylj = h(y, y) - h(y, x,)d - dh(x, , y) = 0 
and h(x, , yl) = h(q , y) = 1. Assume that (x~ , yi [ 1 < i < k) have been 
picked such that {xi j 1 < i < K} are linearly independent vectors of Ire*, 
h(x, , xjj = h(yi , yj) = 0, h(q , yJ = LSii, 1 < i, j < k. If k < Y then let 
x E Ve*, x $ @ Ci=, 9?xi and let 3zktl = x - xi=, hjx, yij xz . Then 
xlifl 6 Ve* f7 (0 Cf=, 9ylijL, xkGl # 0. Since xfzil E Fe*, h(x,,, , I/e*) = 0 
and 34’ $ Ve* such that h(x,+, , yj = 1. Let 
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where E = +I or -1 according as I? is hermitian or skew- 
hermitian. Then 15(x,+, , yO) = 1, h(y, , xi) = 0 = Iz(yO , yi), 1 < i < K. 
Finally let n = Iz(y,, , yO) ; pick d E 53 such that d + EJ = a. 
Let Y~+~ = y. - ~~~k+l . Then A(Y,+~ , ykfl) = 0, +,,I , ykfl) = 1, 
Iz(xi , ykfl) = k(y, , yk+J = 0, 1 < i < R. This completes the inductive 
step. Since W = T’e @ Ve* and dimaVe = dimsIre*, {xi, yi 1 1 < i ,( r> 
is a basis of W/9. Let U = @ 2 9~1~. Then 1%’ = U @ Ve* and V = 
U @ Ve* @ Vff *. Let g be the projection of V on U determined by this 
direct sum decomposition, 
The matrix of lz with respect to the basis {xi , yJ = (,tr $) 
where I, is the I x r identity matrix and E = 1 or --I according as li is 
hermitian or skew-hermit& Hence 0 = h(Vg, Vg) = h(V, Qg*), so 
gg” = 0;o = h(W(l,,-g), W(lw -g)) = Iz(W, W(lw -g)(l, -g”)), so 
llY - g - g* = 0 and g* = 1, - g. Therefore S( Ve*) PI S( Vf) = 
S( Ve*) n S( Ve*)* = S(Vg*) n S( Vg*)* = S( Vg*) n S( V(l - g)). 
3. OCTONION ALGEBRAS 
From the structure theory of alternative algebras ([le]) we know that a 
finite dimensional central simple alternative algebra is either an associative 
algebra or an octonion algebra. Therefore the maximal subalgebras of finite 
dimensional central simple alternative algebras will be determined once the 
question is answered for octonions. 
Let O/F be an octonion algebra, - the canonical involution. Let n, 6, c, d, 
32, x E 0; recall [2] 
(1) x2 - t(x)x + B(X) = 0, where 
(2) n(x) = xz = %x E F. 
(3) t(x) = t(x, l), where 
(4) t(u, 6) = n(u + b) - n(u) - n(b) = a&+ ba = a5 + &a = t(cq 6). 
(5) a(ub) = n(u)b = (bu)a. 
(6) t(xu, xb) = n(x) t(u, b) = t(ux, bx). 
(7) t(u6, cd) + t(ad, cb) = t(a, c) t(b, d). 
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(8) t(ab, c) = t(a, CC) = t(b, ac). 
(9) (xa)(bx) = x(ab)r (Moufang). 
Bilinearize (5) to get 
(l@) b(xa) = t(s, 6)a - $6~) and 
(11) (ax)b = t(x, Q2 - (a6)x. 
The following are proved in [17, Chapter IV, Section I]. 
(12) b(ax) = t(x, a)b - t(x, b)8 + x(&). 
(13) (xujb = t(r, %)b - t(x, b)& + (&$x. 
We say that B is split if it has zero divisors. All split octonion algebras with 
center F are isomorphic. In [2] van der Blij and Springer obtain the standard 
base for the split octonions in the following way: given an idempotent 
x0 f 0, 1, let y0 = 1 - x0 ; x00, yoO are totally isotropic with respect to 
the quadratic form tz. If {yJ, 1 < i < 3, is a basis of yOQ n (Fx,)l then one 
can choose (xi}, 1 < i < 3, a basis of x,,O n (FJ+,)’ such that (xi %yi); 
0 < i < 3, are mutually orthogonal hyperbolic pairs (with respect to 9~)~ 
Scaling sa and y3 if necessary (i.e., replacing xa by Xx, , ya by A-lys , for some 
X EF, X # 0) we may prove that: 
(14) xfli = xi, yoyi = yi , 0 < i < 3; 
x<yi = -x0, ’ “v%+l = Y&Z , yiyi+1 = xi+2 3 
1 < i < 3, where the indices are taken modulo 3; 
and all other products are zero or obtained by applying - to one of the above. 
LEMMA 4. If 2 is a nzaximul subalgebra of an octonion algebra O/F therz 
1 Ea. 
Proof. The proof is the same as that of Lemma 1. If 8 is a division 
algebra, (1) is used. If 0 is split, x0 , y,, , x1 , y1 are used in place of e,, ) e,, ? 
e12 , e21 . 
LEMMA 5. Let Go/F be a split octonion algebra. Then a?zy subalgebm of 0 
having rzon-zero radical can be embedded in a proper subalgebra containing a 
noTztriviul idernpotent. 
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Proof. Let 2 be a subalgebra of 0 with W = g(B) f 0. Let x ~9, 
x f 0. Since x is nilpotent, it is a zero divisor and n(x) = 0. Also t(x) = 0 
(otherwise t(x)-?X is an idempotent). Therefore i = t(x) - II” = --x. 
This holds for any element of g. Since ,%% C %“, we have t(%) = 0. By (S), 
f(g’, X) = ~(J%z) = -t(&‘~) = 0. Let % = a + xfi + 0~. We claim that V 
is a subalgebra. Let a, c E Co, B E g. Since t(s, 6) = t(%, 6) = -b(x, b) = 0, 
by (10) and (11) we have ZJ(XU) = x(&z) E V, (ax)b = (a5)~ E V. By (12) and 
(13), &a.~) = t(x, ~)b + X(&Z) E V and (xa)b = t(~, g)b + (@x E g. By (9), 
(X)(G) = x(ac).~ E V. By (6) (lo), and (1 l), (a~)(xc) = t(;x, ?%)c - Z((E)c) = 
-t(x, xqc + s((W)c) = -?Z(X) t@)c f x((m)c) = x((sqc) E %; (ax)(cx)= 
t(x, qa - (u&qz = --Iz(x) t(+z -+ (a(?E))x = (ap%))x E v; (xa)(xc) = 
t(x, Z)C - P((EF)C) = -E(X) t(a)c + x((~%)c) = x((G?)c) E ‘Z. Therefore +? is 
a subalgebra. Since 
t(x, %) c t(x, 39) + t(r, XU) + t(x, Ux) = 0 + n(x) t(U) = 0, %? g 0. 
Now ~z(x0) = n(x) 1z(0) = 0 and t(x8) == t(x, fi) = t(x, 0) f 0 by the 
nondegeneracy of n. Therefore there exists an a E 0 with ~(.uz) = 0 and 
t(3ca) = 1. So xu is an idempotent of V. 
THEOREM 5. Let 0 be an octonion algebra with center F. A subalgebra of 0 
is maximal ;f and only if it is a division quaternion algebra OY kas an F basis 
c .Tg,-2’1,.n’,,y,,y,,y, } where (xi , yi [ 0 < i ,( 3) is a basis of 0 as in (14). 
Proof. Let J?Z be an arbitrary maximal subalgebra of 0. If g is simple, 
a g 0 implies &? is associative. By (l), a is of degree 2 over F. Hence @ is 
a quadratic field extension of F or a quaternion algebra with center F and by 
maximality g must be a quaternion algebra. If a is split then a G F2 . Let 
x0 = e,, , y. = ef2 , X, = ers , and y1 = -es, . These multiply as in (14). 
Complete this basis of g to a basis of 0 as in (14). Then g $9 @ Fx, @ Fy, . 
Thus if g is simple, maximality implies that g is a division quaternion 
algebra. If 9 is semisimple but not simple then &7 = Fe, @Fe, , ei2 = e, , 
1 = e, + e2 , and $ &? + Fx, x any nonzero element of e,0e2 . a + Fx is a 
subalgebra and g is not maximal. Assume now that g has a nonzero radical 
9’. By Lemma 5, g contains an idempotent x0 . Letting y. = 1 - x0 E .%‘, 
we have W = x0&! @ y&%‘. Since W # 0, interchanging 3co and y. if necessary, 
we may assume yog # 0. So let 0 # y3 EVER and pick vectors yr , 
yZ cy,Q n (Fx,)~ such that (y,), 0 ,( i < 3 is a basis of y,,B. Pick xi E x00 n 
(Fyo)‘-, 1 < i < 3, such that (xi , yi), 0 < i < 3, are mutually orthogonal 
hyperbolic pairs. Then, scaling ~a and y3 if necessary, we may assume that 
this basis of 0 satisfies (14). By the proof of Lemma 5 and the maximality of 
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g, Y,O + 0~~ = Fx, + Fx, + Fx2 $ Fja, + Fy3 C 9. Since ys@ + @a $ 
Fxs + Fxr + Fx, + Fy, + Fy, + Fy, , the maxima&T of B implies 
y,O + @y3 & 37. Let 
Then zu = 0~~~s + &yr + &ye =j 0 and w G B. But xsz~’ = (~axs E 2? and 
c~~sys = -a~* E 2’. Since ;vO is an idempotent c+ = 0 and w = ply1 + B2ye f 
yaO n (Fq,)‘. We may therefore assume that, in choosing yr , ye to complete 
ya to a basis of yOQ n (F.#, yr was picked to be ‘~1: E a. Thus g 3 
Fx, + Fx, + Fx, + Fy, + Fy, + Fy3 = @?. But % is a maximal subalgebra 
(we have already seen that if ~lsxs + /3aya E 2? then as = 0; also y&&y2 = (3s~~ 
so 8% = 0). Therefore @ = ??. It remains only to show that a division 
quaternion algebra 2 is indeed maximal. Now @ can be obtained from 9 by 
the Cayley-Dickson process [18, p. 451: B = 2 @ 2, let a, b, c, do 2, for 
some fixed by EF, p f 0, (a, b)(c, d) = (UC + pdb, Gd + cb), where - is 
the standard involution of 2. If %? is a subalgebra of 0 containing (2, 0) 
and (c, d) E 28, then (0, d) e-99. But (2,0)(0, d) = (0,2d) = (0, 2d). If 
d # 0 then, since 2 is a division algebra, $d = % and .g = 22 @ 2 = 6. 
Therefore 9 is a maximal subalgebra of C. 
It should perhaps be noted that the maximal subalgebras of B which are 
not division algebras are not associative ((~~~r)xa 1 srxs = ys , s~(.z’~Y~) = 
xoys = 0). 
4. JORDAN ALGEBRAS 
Even though the purpose of this section is to determine the maximal 
subalgebras of central simple finite dimensional linear Jordan algebras, 
quadratic Jordan algebras are considered and we try to indicate the difficulties 
arising in characteristic 2. Quadratic Jordan algebras were introduced by 
McCrimmon in [lo] and proofs for the results of [lo], as well as any fact 
concerning quadratic Jordan algebras for which no reference is given here, 
can be found in [9]. In particular if the characteristic of F is not 2 then there 
is a category isomorphism between the category of quadratic Jordan algebra 
over F and the category of linear Jordan algebras over F. If z? is an associative 
algebra, denote by A@T the quadratic Jordan algebra having the same 
underlying vector space as & and the U operator defined by aiJ& = bab, a, 
b E &‘. Let (A@‘, *) be an associative algebra with involution, in this section 
Z(d, *) will stand for the space of symmetric elements of G&’ considered 
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as a subalgebra of ,ol+. It is well known that zZ+ z Z(zZ @ do, *), where * 
is the exchange involution. A quadratic Jordan algebra f is said to be 
special if # is a subalgebra of &+ for some associative algebra &‘. Otherwise 
jr is said to be exceptional. If Q is a quadratic form on an F vector space fl 
with base point 1 E f (i.e., Q(1) = l), then, for X, y E $, 
(15) y U, = Q(x, 7)~ - Q(x) 9, where 
(16) ;v == Q(y, 1)l -y and Q(x, Y) = Q,(x + Y> - Q(x) - Q(Y), 
make $ into a quadratic Jordan algebra denoted #(Q, I), Let ($, U, 1) 
be a quadratic Jordan over F, a subspace g is said to be an inner ideal of $ 
if $U, C B”, an outer ideal of $ if giIJ$ C 2 and an ideal of f if B is both 
an inner and an outer ideal. For any b E f, #U, is an inner ideal, theprincipal 
inner ideal of fl generated by b. 
SECOND STRUCTURE THEOREM [9, p. 3.591. Let j be a simple quadratic 
Jordan algebra over F satisfying the DCC for principal inner ideals. Then $ 
is one of the following types: 
(1) a quadratic Jordan division algebra, 
(2) an outer ideal containing 1 in a quadratic Jordan algebra of a non- 
degenerate quadratic form with base poirit 1 o’vey a Jield E/F, 
(3) an outer ideal containing 1 in X(&, *) where (Sg, *) is simple 
Artinian .with involution, 
(4) a canonical Jordan matrix algebra #(OS , J,,), zuhese Q is art octonion 
algebra over a jield E/F and y = diag(y, , y@ , ys), yi # 0 in E. 
Converse@, any algebra of one of the types (l)-(4) satis$es the DCC for primipal 
inner ideals and all of these are simple with the exception of cutain algebras 
of type (2) which are the direct sum of two division algebras isomorphic to outer 
ideals of E+. 
It should be noted that if the characteristic of F is not 2, then outer ideals 
and ideals coincide and hence if f is simple then it does not contain any 
proper outer ideal. In characteristic 2, outer ideals of algebras of type (3) 
are known only up to isotopy and subalgebras are in general not preserved 
under isotopy. The finite dimensional special quadratic Jordan division 
algebras are of type (2) or (3) ([4, p. 2101 f or char. F # 2; McCrimmon has 
shown that this holds also in characteristic 2, see [IS, Chapter I, Section I]. 
All the finite dimensional simple exceptional quadratic Jordan algebras 
have been determined by McCrimmon [ll, 121; they are fomls of algebras 
of type (4). To avoid problems in defining subalgebras of # we assume that 
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subalgebras contain 1. Then a subalgebra is a subspacc closed under the fi 
operator (see [lo, p. 1072; 13, p. 2971). The following proposition is an 
immediate consequence of (1.5) and (16). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let B be an outer ideal containing 1 of f(Q, i) the 
quadratic Jordan algebra of nondegenerate quadratic form Q with base po%t 1. 
Then the maximal subalgebras of 9 are exactly the subspaces of 97 ,which contain 
1 mid are of codimension. 1 in 9. (99 need not be$nite dimensionaE.) 
The rest of this section is devoted to the determination of the maximal F 
subalgebras of %(&, *), (d/F, *) a central simple finite dimensional 
associative algebra with involution. Since any simple Jordan algebra of degree 
2 is of the form $(Q,, lj, we need only consider algebras of degree >,3. 
Repeated use will be made of the following theorem. 
THEOREM B (Herstein [7] and Montgomery [18]). If d/E is central 
simple and (d/F, *) is central simplewith involution, thenZ(&, *)‘, the associative 
algebra generated by S(&, *), is ,a! or is contained in E. The tatter case can 
occur only if & = E OT &’ is a quaternion algebra mith center F and * is the 
standard involution. 
If the degree of .& is 12, it is well known (and can be easily shown by a field 
extension argument) that dim&(&‘, *) = $n(n + 1) or &z.(, - I) if r is 
of the first kind, n2 if * is of the second kind; if dim A?(&, *) = +(n - 1) 
then n is even and char. F f 2. We will show that as a consequence of 
Theorem B if LZZ has another involution - such that s(E, -) = %(E, *j 
and A?(&, -) g c%f(d, *) th en &IF is a quaternion algebra, - is the 
standard involution and char. F # 2. Since A?‘(E, -) = Z’(E, *), ~6 # E. 
If A! is not a quaternion algebra Z(ZZZ, -j’ = Z(.&) *)’ = &. If 
b E X’(&‘, *), writing b as a linear combination of products of elements from 
X(&, -) we see that b = b* = b and A?(&, -) = #(.d, *). If ,d is a 
quaternion algebra, #(&‘, -) g #(&, *) implies - and * are of the first 
kind, dim &?(&‘, -) = 1, dim A?(&, *) = 3, and char. F + 2. Therefore - 
is the standard involution. 
Recall that if f is a quadratic Jordan algebra and ,OZ is a unital associative 
algebra, a homomorphism G of $ into &+ is called an associative specialization 
of 9 in &. A pair (P(b), c,) consisting of a unital associative algebra Y(y) 
and an associative specialization (TV : 3 -+ Y(y) is called a special universal 
envelope for # if for any associative specialization $ ---f” & there exists a 
unique homomorphism 7: .Y($) - & (as unital associative algebras) such 
that the following diagram is commutative. 
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Special universal envelopes exist and are unique up to isomorphism. In 
particular if f = x(Q, 1) the quadratic Jordan algebra of a finite dimensional 
vector space $ with a nondegenerate quadratic form Q with base point 1 
over a field F of characteristic not 2 then f = Fl @ j0 , ,& = {X E j / x 
orthogonal to l}, and Y(f) = ?Y(yO, -0) the Clifford algebra of go with 
the restriction of the form -Q to y0 ; (T is the canonical monomorphism of 26 
j into g(jb, -8) [9, p. 1.371. 
We recall a few facts concerning Clifford algebras over fields of charac- 
teristic not 2 ([8, Chapter VIII, Section I], see [3] for results in characteristic 
2). Let V be an n dimensional vector space over a field F of characteristic 
not 2, Q a nondegenerate quadratic form on 7i; (x~}, 1 < i < II, an orthogonal 
basis of V with Q(x~) : ai . If ?z = 2m is even then @(Y, Q) is simple and is 
isomorphic to a tensor product of IR quaternion algebras. If rz = 2711 + 1 is 
odd then %Y( T/, Q) is isomorphic to a tensor product of a central simple 
algebra which is a tensor product of m quaternion algebras and the center E 
of %‘(V, Q). Moreover E is a two-dimensional algebra F[.z] where 
x2 = (- 1)” 6, S a discriminant of Q. In fact if U = @ Czzr F-q , g( V, ,O) y 
W U Q> OF FM, where 
2 = (-1)“” a!1&!2 *.. cY2,;1. If .a? $F2, E is a field and +Y( J.T, Q)/E is central 
simple. If z2 = pa, p E F, let e = *(I -1 p-?z) and f = 1 - e. Then e2 = e 
and F[z] = Fe @ Ff. Any quaternion algebra is a Clifford algebra for some 
binary space. This fact and Lemma 1, p. 260 of [8] imply that if & = 
& &, %JF quaternion algebras, then &’ is a Clifford algebra for some 
quadratic space of dimension 2~2. A Clifford algebra %( Pr, Q) possesses a 
unique involution - such that E = X, Vx E 17. This involution will be referred 
to as the canonical involution. If n = 2m, - is an involution of the first kind. 
Moreover dim,Z(??(F’, Q), -) = 2m-1(2” + 1) if nz = 0, 1 (mod 4), 
2nz-1(2m - 1) if m = 2, 3 (mod 4). If n = 2~2 + 1 and F[x] is a field then - 
is of the second kind. 
The following lemma will allow us to use structure theory and our previous 
results on maximal subalgebras of associative algebras. 
LEMMA 6. Let d/F be a simple jinite dimensional associative algebra and 
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Proof. As before, identify & with End,V, I; a left 9 vector space. If 29 
has a nonzero (Jacobson) radical 92 then 2 is Penico solvable [14, 151. Let 
# be the last nonzero term in the Penico sequence, then s” consists entire!y 
of absolute zero divisors. Therefore if x”, 3’ E Y, x2 = 3’” = 0, x c \’ == 
xy f yx = 0. So TX = -sy. Let x1 ,..., x8 be a base for 4. Since 4’ is 
spanned by monomials of the form xi .~. ** +sj 1 < ;I < iZ ... < ij < k, 
(Y’)“+l = 0 and .Y’ is nilpotent. Therefok 0 f FY c V. For any x E 4> 
b E .%7:, i/(x c b) == V(xb +- bx) C VY, since x o h E 9. Also l-%x C V.9. 
Therefore Txb C Vs. Hence if 99 has a nonzero radical then 9’ # .M. If 9?? 
is semisimple but not simple, .9 = @ xi=, gI , Bi simple subalgebras with 
identity ei , t > 1. Then g’ C&Up, @ ZXU~~-~,) $ &. Hence 28 is simple. 
The center of .B C center of @. So if &j? is central then LB/F is 
central. 
‘rHEORER’I 6. Let & be a $nite dimensional central associative algebra of 
degree 23 over a field F of characteristic not 2. Any maximal subalgebm of 
-g+- s Z’(xd 13 do, *) is of the form 
(1) PC07 1>7 
(2) & E A@(8 @ W”, “), B a maximal subalgebra of AX?, OI 
(3) Z(.d, -) z 2P(d @ do, *) n ((a, C) 1 a E dj, - an inaoZ&m f3f 
the first kind. 
SZ? has maximal subalgebvas of type (1) if and only if 
9,/F quaternion algebras, m = 2 OT m odd. In that case dim,$(Q, 1) = 
2(m + 1). Subalgebras of type (2) are ma.ximal except when B = C(K) of 
t_vpe (ii) with C(K) = K and .d has an involution of the Jirst kind. All 
subalgebras of type (3) are maximal. 
Proof. Let 5 be a subalgebra of A@+. If W f & then V’ C a a maximal 
subalgebra of &. Therefore, by Lemma 6, a maximal subalgebra of A&+ 
must be of the form 92+, 2 a maximal subalgebra of A?, or a simple subalgebra 
of G?+ which generates & (associatively). These, by the Structure Theorem, 
are of type (1) or (3). 
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Consider first subalgebras of the form ,#(Q, 1). We have 
If y(“($(Q, 1)) is simple then Ker p = 0 and v is injective. Since YL generates 
d, y”(AQ> 1))” g enerates & and 9’(g(Q, 1))” = ~2. In this case 
at’ g y(f(Q, 1)). NOW y(f(Q,, 1)) = +?(fs, -8). Since C(d) = F 
and $(Q, 1) is an F-algebra dim $s must be even say 2m and dim f = 
2~2 + 1. Therefore - the canonical involution of V?($s , -Q) is of the first 
kind. Denote also by - the involution of & induced by - under the above 
isomorphism. The degree of & = n = 2m. Since n >, 3 we must have 
m 3 2 and m < 2m-1(2Pn - 1) < 2”‘-1(2m + 1). Therefore y(Q, 1)‘ g 
=@W’, -> $l se and $(Q, 1) is not a maximal subalgebra of ,d+. Assume 
now that Y($(Q, 1)) is not simple. Then 9(&(Q, 1)) = g($s, -Q), 
‘j$ = &":'Fx+ Let &i = @zirlFxi. Then P?($s, -Q) g 
WA, -Q> OF-&E =F( z , x as in (17). Also 9 = ps, p E F, E = Fe @ Ff, ) 
where e = $(I + p-is) and f = 1 - e. Since & is simple, Ker g, + 0. 
Therefore Kerq, = %‘($i, -Q) BFFe or U($,, -Q) @jFFf and dg 
g($; , -Q). Assume Ker p = @($i , -0) oFFf. Let m be the projection of 
%(&, -Q) OF E onto %?(yl, -Q) &Fe. Now xiv = xi (jjj e, 1 < i < 2m; 
j~s~+~ = (- l)j’& (chic+ ..a as.&’ zzllxa ... %snz and x = ~(e - f), so ~&+i = 
x1xg *.. x,, @ (-1)” c&e, where 01 = nyzi 01~ . Let - be the canonical 
involution of G.?($r , -Q). D enote also by - the involution of & induced by - 
under the above isomorphism. Then 
If wz is even then J(Q, l)& CZ(& -). Now dim f(Q, 1) = 2(nz + 1) 
and the degree of &’ is 2”. If m 3 4, 2(m + 1) < 2nz-1(2)n - 1) and $(Q, 1) 
is not a maximal subalgebra of &‘. If m = 2, since 2 = 2 (mod 4), 
dim &(&, -) = @Z(B - 1) = 2(4 - 1) = 6 and dim &(Q, 1) = 6. So 
AQ, 1) = SW, -1. It will be shown later that subalgebras of type (3) -- 
are maximal. If m is odd, xi a** zPm = -x1 ... x,, . Hence any involution * 
such that x.* = Xi, 1 < i < 2112 will not fix x1 ... “c,,~ and- $(Q, 1) is a 
maximal subalgebra of &. 
Let W be a maximal subalgebra of &. Assume first that 97 is of type (i), 
97 = S(Trf) = e&e @ edf @ f&f. If a E & with a $9 then fae f 0. 
But fae = aUS,f - eaf and faeUfdf,edG = fdfaede = f&e. Therefore the 
Jordan subalgebra of &+ generated by .B u (a} is &‘f and B’+ is a maximal 
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subalgebra of .G!+. Now let g = g(K) be of type (ii). If 9+ g ,$ e .d+, g/F 
a quadratic Jordan algebra, then 9’ = A?’ and f = y(Q, 1) or*!&“, -), - 
an involution of the first kind. If C(K) C p(Q, 1) then, since K C C(K): K 
is a quadratic field extension of F. But the degree of d/F > 2. By Theorem A 
the degree of C(K)/K > 1. Hence the degree of C(K);F > 2 contradicting 
C(K) C #(Q, 1) an algebra of degree 2 over F, Therefore C(K) is not 
contained in any subalgebra of the form $(Q, 1). If C(K) C z@(&~ -) then 
C(K) is commutative [l, p. 1511. By Theorem A’ C(K) = K and I( is a 
maximal subfield of ~9. If &’ has an involution * of the first kind then there 
exists an involution - of the first kind such that K C .A?(&> -) [1, p. 1573. 
Since the degree of AZ! > 2, Theorem B implies K $Z(&, -). Therefore 
a subalgebra 59 1 C(K) of & of type (ii) gives rise to a maximal subalgebra 
g+ of .JY unless C(K) = K and & has an involution of the first kind. 
Finally, consider z?(&, -), ~~ an involution of the first kind. Since &’ is 
of degree >2, Theorem B implies A?(&, -)’ = G!. Also s(.&, -) C 
A?(.&, *) * of the first kind implies ti(&, --) = X(.&, *). Therefore if 
sq>G?, -) g $ g d’, $ must be of the form f(Q, 1). But if Z(zY, -) C 
$(@ 1) our previous argument allows us to assume that & is a tensor 
product of nz quaternion algebras, nr = 2 or rn odd greater than 1. Now 
dim A?(.&, -) >, 217L-1(2111 - 1) > 2(m + 1) = dim / if ~2 > 2. If na = 2 
then X’(&, -) = $(,O, 1) is maximal since it is not properly contained in 
any maximal subalgebra of type (1) or (3). 
The following lemma will be used in the determination of the maximal 
subalgebras of Z(.d, *). Let &’ = Endali, T/- a finite dimensional left 
%vector space, 9/F a division algebra. The involution * is induced by a 
nondegenerate hermitian or skew-hermitian form h and we may assume that 
if h is skew-hermitian then 9 = F a field of characteristic not 2. A form Jr is 
said to be alternate if lzja, v) = 0 Vv E r. 
LEn,tarA 7 (McCrimmon [14]). Let d and h be as above. Ifx3Y(d, *).x* = 
0 for a nonzero x E d then h is alternate and N is of rarzk 1. If the cluwacterisfic 
of F is not 2 then ?z is skew-hermitian. 
Proof. If X X(-d, *) x* = 0,O = h(uxaa*x*, v) T= h(uxa, uxa) Vu, v E I;‘, 
a E &‘. Since x f 0, there exists a v E V with vx =;k 0. Hence a.~,~ = 1;. 
Therefore Iz(w, ZL~) = 0 ‘V’UJ E 17 and 12 is alternate. Since h is nondegenerate 
dimpV > 1. If the rank of x is greater than 1, there exists U, o E V with 
UX, z’x linearly independent. By density given wl , z+ f V, linearly 
independent, there is an a E & with uxa = z~‘i , ‘LIXU = .z+ . Hence 
h(V, V) = 0, a contradiction. Therefore x must be of rank 1. Since h is 
alternate 0 = h(x + y, x + ~7) = Iz(x, y) + h(y, X) and h(x, y) = -h(y, x). 
So if char. F f 2, h is skew-hermitian. 
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THEOREM 7. Let (d/F, *) be a jnite d’ 2mensional central simple associative 
algebra with i?avolution over F a Jield of characteristic not 2, d/E ceiltral 
simple of degree n. If the degree of X(jjz, *) > 3 then the maximal subalgebras 
of X(-d, *) are of the form 
(2) X(9’, *), &% a maximal subalgebra of (d/F, *). 
S(&, *) has maximal subalgebras of type (1) if and o$y if (&, *) is isomorphic 
to a Clifo~d algebra with the canonical involution. If * is of the$yst kirtd then 
?z := 2” and &(Q, 1) C X(&‘, *) is maximal ;f and only zjc dim $(Q, 1) = 
2m + 1 for m odd, 2(m + 1) f . 01 m even. If ~2% is as in Lemma 2 then Z(8’, *) 
is maximal unless (e&e, *) or (fdf, *) is a split quaternion algebra with the 
standard involution. If .98 is as in Lemma 3 then &(g, *) is maximal unless 
(ff *dfj**, *) is a split quaternion algebra with the standard involution. If 
W = C(K), K/E without itztermediate subjields, K* = K, then &?(S?, *) is 
maximal unless (a’, *) is a quaternion algebra with the standard involution such 
that n(.X(B, *)) n F # 0, where ?z is the quaternion norm of B (* must therefore 
be of the jrst kind), or (9, j’) is a quadratic field extension of A?(S?, *) (* must 
be of the second kind) such that #(a, *) C 6’ a maximal subalgebra of (d, *) 
as in Theorem 3. If 99 is as in Theorem 3 then Z’(9, *) is maximal. 
Proof. If $ is a maximal subalgebra of Z(&, *) then f’ = & or is 
contained in a maximal subalgebra 9? of (d/F, *). In that case, maximality 
implies f = &!(a, *). If f’ = &’ then, by Lemma 6, # is simple. Since 
& is of degree >3, P(&, -) CZ(&, *), with &(E, -) = Z(E, *), 
implies X(d, -) = Z(&, *). Therefore if / $Z(&‘, *) with &’ = & 
then # = y(Q, I). As before we have 
As in the proof of Theorem 6, if P’(2) is simple then &’ z 9(ys, -9); 
Bp C Z(-@‘, *) implies that (JJ, *) g (@(/s , -Q), -), - the canonical 
involution. If P(y) is not simple then ~2 s g($a, -Q), yr a hyperplane 
of fO on which the restriction of Q is nondegenerate. Again by the uniqueness 
of the canonical involution (&‘, *) z (??(fr , -Q), -). Arguing as in the 
proof of Theorem 6 this implies that * is of the first kind and #(Q, 1)~ C 
Z(&, *) forces 111 to be even (where dim f(Q, I) -L 2(m + 1)). Therefore 
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Z(&‘, *) has a maximal subalgebra of the form f(‘, 1) if and only if (A, *) 
is isomorphic to a Clifford algebra with the canonical involution. Moreover 
if * is of the first kind then J&’ is a tensor product of wz quaternion algebras 
and dim $(Q, 1) = 2172 + 1 if m is odd, ~(PZ + lj if nz is even. 
Consider now *(a, *), g a maximal subalgebra of (d/F, *). To show 
that Z(93, “) is a maximal subalgebra of Z(&‘, “) it suffices to show that 
(Z(59, *j u (a})’ = JX! for any a E %(zZ, *), a $ X(99, *j and that Z(.%, *) 
is not properly contained in a subalgebra of type (1). 
If 2 is of type I with T;e” n Vf = 0, by Lemma 2 we may assume that 
e’i’ = e and 9 = e&e @f&f. Z(.B, *)’ = g unless X(e&e, 3’)’ + e&e 
or Z(f-df, *)’ =f f&f. Assume that #(e&e, *)* f e-de. By Theorem B, 
e.Me = E a quadratic field extension of F or 9 a quaternion algebra and 
the restriction of * to e&e is the standard involution of E/F or 9,/F. Consider 
first the case e.&‘e = 9, a split quaternion algebra. So e = e, + eZ ~ ei 
idempotents such that er* = eZ. Let d = erd + &“e, @f&f. Now there 
exists a E & such that e,uf f 0. Then eluf + fa”e, E X(8, *) but 
elaf $- fa*ez $Z(@, *j. Similarly esf f 0 for some c E &, and eicf + &*ea $ 
Z(&, “j. Nence &?(9, *j gX($, *) ~%(Az?, *) and Z(99, “j is not 
maximal. If e&e = E or a division quaternion algebra Z? then -4 g E,. or 
Z?2,. and since deg Z(&, *) > 3, Y 2 3. Therefore ZF($&f~ *)I = fsf. 
Let a E %(d, “), a $Z(g, *). Then eaf + fae = acre,f + 0. Since 
e,f E Z(.g, *), eczf, fue E (Z(@, *j u {a>)‘. But (eaf)* = faze so both eaf 
and fae are nonzero. Since e.Me is a division algebra, rafdf = e&f, 
jd”ae = f&e, e,eJj&e = e&e and (#(W, *j u (a))’ = .d. If *(By, *) C 
&(Q, I} C P(&, *) then j/e&@, *j is of degree 2. Thus Z(e&e, ‘“) and 
Z(f&‘f, *) are of degree 1 and hence isomorphic to F. If this were so 
%(&, *j would be of degree 2. Therefore X(-A?, *j is a maximal subalgebra 
of &yd, *). 
Assume now that 99 is as in Lemma 3, B = e& + de” @ff “&ff* == 
e-de @ ecdff * @ e&e+ @ ff *sZff * 0 ff’yde* 6 e*.de* and A?($!?, *) = 
%(ff *d’ff *, *) 0 {eu + u*e* 1 a E d>. If A?(e.&e’$-, *j = 0 then, by 
Lemma 7, e is of rank 1 and * is the svmplectic involution. Thus 
(e + e*j &(e + e*) is a split quaternion algebra with the standard involution. 
Since deg P(.&, *) > 3, Z(ff*dff*, *)’ = ff’kdff *‘. Thus 
(ea + u*e*) ff *dff * = eaff *&ff * C &?(s, +)‘, yn E ,& 
and edff *dff * = edff 1’ C A?(%, *)‘. Similarly ff *de* C &?(9”, “j’. 
-41~0 e&‘ff *de* = e&e* C X(2, *)‘. If a E Z(&, *j with a $GF(PJ’~ *j 
then cue* = 0 = e*ae so 
a = eae + e*ue* + eaff * f ff *ae* + ff *gff* + ff *ae + e*ffff*. 
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Since eae f e*ae*, egfj-* + ff * ae”,ff *aff * EZ(B, *),ff *ae + e”aff * f 
0. But e*aff * = (ff *ae)*. Hence e*aff * + 0 and ff *ae f 0. Now 
e.dff *ae = e&e since e&e = Fe and e*aff *de* = e*,de*; 
ff “dff *aede = ff *de, e*de*aff *dff * = e*dff * 
and 
e*dff *de = e*de. 
Therefore if a E Z(&, *), a 6 Z(3?, *) then (~?(9’, *) u {a))’ = &. Since 
deg *(ff *dff *, *> 3 2 we cannot have Z(.93, *) C f(,Q, 1) and ~?(a, *) 
is a maximal subalgebra of Z(&, *). Assume that Z(e&e*, *) + 0. Let 
c E S?(ede*, *), c f 0; 
(eae + e*a*e*) c(ebe + e*b*e*) = eaece*b*e* E X(27, *)’ Va,bEd 
Therefore e&e* C Z(9?, *)‘. For any a, b E d, (ea + a*e*)(eb + b*e*) = 
eaeb +- a*e”b*e* + eab*e* E &?(9?, *)‘. But ebea + a*e*b*e* E X(9, *) and 
eab*e* E 2(-g, *)‘. S o eaeb - ebea E ~%(a, *)‘. In particular, letting a = e, 
eb - ebe = ebf E Z(9, *)’ and e&f C &?‘(a, *)‘. Also if a, 6 E e&e, 
ab - ba E X(g’, *)’ and [e&e, e&e] C Z(g, *)‘. But since the characteristic 
is not 2, [e&e, e&e] = e&e provided e&e is not commutative, that is 
provided e&e f Ee ([7], p. 6). Thus if e&e f Ee then e.dC%(&‘, *)‘. Let 
a E X(d, *), a kj A?(@, *j. Since 
implies fae or e*qf * # 0. But e*af * = (fae)“. Therefore fae f 0. Consider 
edfa(e + e*). Since edfae* C e&e* C Z&(99, *)‘, eAfae C (A?(.&?, *) U {a})’ 
and if e&e = Ee, edfae = e&e. Hence in all cases e& + J;ee* C 
(#(g, *) u {a})‘. If Z(ff *dff *, *)’ = f.f *dff *, the * maximality of 95’ 
implies (&?(g, “) U (a})’ = &. If i%?(ff *dff *, *) f ff *dff * then 
ff *dff * is a quadratic field extension of F or a quaternion algebra with the 
standard involution. If e*ae # 0, ff *de*aedff * = ff *dff *. If e*ae = 0, 
ff “ae = ff *ae f fe*ae = fae f 0 and ff *aedff* = ff *dff* unless 
ff *dff * is a split quaternion algebra. Therefore if ff *dff * is not a split 
quaternion algebra then (X(.%?, *) U (a})’ = d, for any a E j’e(&, *), 
a +! iZ?(g, *). If ff *dff * is a split quaternion algebra, ff * = e, + eB , ei 
primitive idempotents with e,* = e4 . Let 8 = ed + de* + e,d + de2 ; 
H(g, *) g &‘(8, “) g &‘(&‘, *) and &@(g, *) is not maximal. If Z(g, *) C 
d(Q, I), fl a maximal subalgebra of type (l), then deg&?(g, *) < 2. If 
ff* f 0 then e $- e*, ff * are symmetric orthogonal idempotents of 8 and 
hence primitive idempotents of f(Q, 1). Therefore Z(ff *dff *, *) = Fff * 
and ff *dff * = Fff *, Eff * or 2?ff *, E/F a quadratic field extension, 9 
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a division quaternion algebra. Hence -0% s F3 , Es or 9s none of which are 
Clifford algebras since their dimensions are not a power of 2. If ff* = Ol 
1 = e + e*. NowX(e&e @ e*,oz’e*, *) = (eae + e*u*e* j a E A} C X(9?, *). 
If * is of the second kind dim, $(Q, 1) = 2(m + 1) and dim, & = 2”jn+l. 
Therefore 
dim,P(9?, *) > dim,YP(e&e @ e*,de*, *) = dim, e.&e = 28”‘-l 
> 2(??% + 1) 
since m > 2 and Z(*%, *) is maximal. If *- is of the first kind then 
dim ~ = 181i~ - 3 where dim b(Q, 1) = 2m + 1 if ~$2 is odd, 2(m + 1) if m is 
even. If m -= 2, as was seen in the proof of Theorem 6 Z(ti, *) is of 
degree 2. Therefore we may assume m 3 3. Then dim#(@, *) > 
dim Z(e.n%e @ e*de *, *) = dim eAe = 22(m-1) > 2(m + 1) and %(g, *) 
is maximal. Therefore if 3 is as in Lemma 3 Z(9, *) is a maximal subalgebra 
of Z(-PZ, *) provided ff*&‘jj * is not a split quaternion algebra. 
Assume that .9# is of type (II), 99 = C(K), K = K*, K/E a field extension 
of degree nz without intermediate subfields. If Z(C(R), *)’ f C(K), 
Theorem B implies that C(K) IS a quadratic field extension of Z(C(K), “) 
or a quaternion algebra with standard involution. If C(K) is a field, by 
Theorem A’, C(K) = K, K is a maximal subfield, and A’ is of degree m over 
its center. Since C(K) = K is a quadratic field extension of #(C(K), *> 
and since K/E has no intermediate subfields, either E := F and K/F is a. 
quadratic field extension or F g E. In the first case &C(K, *) = F and m = 2 
contradicting deg d 3 3. In the second case let L = &+(K, W, we have 
The only maximal E-subalgebra of & containing L is K. Therefore L is not 
properly contained in a subalgebra A?(&, *), d a maximal subalgebra of 
(-&, *), unless d is a maximal F-subalgebra as in Theorem 3. Also since L,/F 
is of degree ~32 3 3, L g $((I, 1) an algebra of degree 2 over F. Therefore 
L is maximal unless L C A?(&, *) E as in Theorem 3. If C(K) is a quaternion 
algebra with standard involution then * is the identity on K, so E = P and 
(d, *) is of the first kind. If V, considered as a K-module, has no proper 
submodule then K cannot be contained in a maximal subalgebra of J&’ of 
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type (i). If on the other hand V has a proper K-submodule, say Ve, e an 
idempotent of d, then for any c E K, c = fcf + fee + ece, where f = 2 - e. 
Let c, d E K, cd = (fcf + fee + ece)( fdf + fde + ede) = fkfdf + fcfde + 
fcede + ecede = fcdf + fcde + ecde. Therefore fcfdf = fcdf and ecede = ecde 
and, after an isomorphism if necessary, we may assume that K is embedded 
in & by c -+ ece + fcf. Then e E C(K) and C(K) is a split quaternion algebra. 
In this case, let e r , ei be primitive idempotents of C(K) with e,* = e, . Then 
*(C(K), *) = Kg (eraer + eza*ee j a E &} g Z(&, *) and X(C(K)), *) 
is not maximal. If C(K) is a division quaternion algebra thenZ(C(K), *) = K 
is not contained in a maximal subalgebra of &’ of type (i). If KC C(L), a 
maximal subalgebra of &’ of type (ii), then L C C(K). Therefore it suffices 
to consider fields of the form L = F(x), x E C(K), x 6 K, with L 
*stable. Thus L =F(y) with y* = -y [l, Theorem 10, p. 1531, i.e., 
y E X(C(K), *) = {y E C(K) 1 y* = -y}. Now y2 + n(y) = 0, where ?z is 
the quaternion norm of C(K). If n(y) #F, 8’(n(y)) = K (K/F is simple) and 
L = F(y) has degree 2m over F. So C(L) = L and S(C(L), *) = K. If 
n(r) EF the degree of L/F < 2m and C(L) has an involution of the second 
kind. A dimension argument shows that Kg #(C(L), *) and is therefore 
not a maximal subalgebra of Z(&, *). Summarizing, K is not properly 
contained in any X(U, *), V a maximal subalgebra of (&, *) if and only if 
n(X(C(K), *)) n F = 0. Note that this will never be the case if C(K) is 
split, so the above statement holds for any C(K) a quaternion algebra with 
standard involution. If K g some algebra of the form f(Q, 1) the dimension 
of & is a power of 2 and K is of degree 2. Since C(K) is a quaternion algebra, 
& is of degree 4. But as was seen in the proof of Theorem 6 if ,ti is a Clifford 
algebra of degree 4 and the canonical involution is of the first kind then 
yi”(zZ, *) is of degree 2. Therefore when g = C(K) and (C(K), *) is a 
quaternion algebra with standard involution then &@(a, *) is a maximal 
subalgebra of X(&, *) if and only if n(X(C(K), *) n F = 0. Finally 
if S(C(K), *)’ = C(K) then *(C(K), *) is not contained in any 
other maximal subalgebras of (&, *). If Z(C(K), *) C $(Q, 1) then 
deg Z(K, *) < 2 and &’ is a Clifford algebra. If S(K, *) = F then 
* is of the first kind; dim 3 = 2r $- 1, r odd, 2(r + l), Y even, 
deg & := 2’. Since K/F is of degree 2, C(K) is of degree 2’~~ over K and 
dim,X(C(K), *) = 22+i). Again from the proof of Theorem 6 we may 
assume 1’ > 2. Hence 22(r-1) > 2(~ + 1) and X(a, *) is maximal. IfZ(K, *) 
is of degree 2 over F we must consider both kinds of involution. If * is of the 
second kind, deg JZZ = 2’, dim fl(Q, 1) = 2(~ + l), deg, C(K) = 2r-1, and 
dim,X(C(K), *) = 2fr-r > 2(~ + 1) since Y 3 2. If * is of the first kind, 
deg & = 2’, Y > 3; deg&(K) = 2r-1, dim,X(C(K), *) 3 2r-l(2’-r - 1) > 
2(~ + 1) > dim #(Q, 1) since Y > 3. Therefore if X(C(K), *)’ := C(K), 
H(C(K), *) is a maximal subalgebra of X(&, *). 
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If B is as in Theorem 3, then (2, *) is involutorial of the first kind. If 
2/p[.sg, *)I + B’ then g is a quaternion algebra. But .&’ = B OF E. Since 
deg JJL’ > 3 this cannot happen. If X(-B, “) C $(Q, 1), deg d/E = 2”‘, 
dim,$ = 2(m + I) < 27+1(2m - 1) < dim&(& *), since vz > 2. There- 
fore .Z(.%, *) is a maximal subalgebra of Z(.JZZ, *). This completes the proof 
of Theorem 7. 
Note that the conditions obtained in the case 9 = C(K) are not always 
satisfied. The following provides an example of a quaternion algebra S/K 
with rz(X(S, *)) n F = 0. Let K = R(t), R the field of real numbers, t 
an indeterminate, F = R(tp), p an odd prime, and let Pz be obtained by the 
cayley-Dickson process using t + 1 and t2 as constants ([18], p, 45). Then 
the restriction of n to .X(0, “) 1s o2-(t + 1) -+ pt’ + y2(t3 + t”), and for 
01, /3, y E K the least power of t in such an expression is even. Theorem 18 
[1, p. 1601 and Theorem 14 [l, p. 751 can be used to construct an involutoriai 
division algebra d/E of the second kind of degree ;P an odd prime. Since an 
involutorial division algebra of the first kind has degree a power of 2 [I, 
Theorem 19, p. 1811, (L~, *) d oes not have maximal F-subalgebras (-2, *) 
as in Theorem 3. 
The maximal subalgebras of exceptional algebras will be studied in a 
subsequent paper. 
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